
Can’t touch
your toes?

Never done a
downward

dog?
Have some
sore spots?
Don’t sweat
it. We’ve got
your back.
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Welcome to your journey to
physical, physiological,
psychological and spiritual
health!
This practice helps you take your awareness
into areas of the body and revitalize them. We
use a specific method of sequencing and
accessing the postures that balance the body
and mind and develops focus, insight, vitality
and deep relaxation.



Yoga for the People
Iyengar yoga helps you develop muscular tone,
flexibility, alignment and stamina. From overall
fitness to postural and organic health, our practice
promotes physical and physiological health,
improves concentration and creates a sense of calm
and wholeness. Iyengar yoga is often called
‘meditation-in-action'. Our teachers are highly
trained, undergoing a rigorous certification process.
Certified teachers continue with regular, ongoing
professional development.

 It's all
about YOU
and being

part of
something
BIGGER.

We offer beginner classes for those who are new to
yoga, resuming practice after a break or those who
come from other yoga traditions. Our inclusive
mixed-level classes and workshops have students of
various experience from newbies to long-term
practitioners. Our specialized classes give you access
to dynamic practice, deep recuperation, organic
health and more, so your wellness is balanced. For
experienced practitioners, we can help you take your
practice further with our intermediate classes,
intensives and more.

At CIY we welcome you to join us both in a
classroom setting for learning and practice and for
initial and ongoing personal consultation to
articulate your goals and create a program that fits
and helps you grow. You will notice benefits
attending class once per week and we recommend
attending 2-3 times per week or more for learning
and steady progression, particularly at the beginning
of your journey. Home practice is also encouraged,
even for a few minutes daily, to integrate learning,
for self-study and to amplify the benefits of in-class
practice. New students may take some time to
develop a home practice and we offer tools to assist
you with this.
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Learn yoga progressively as
we meet YOU wherever
you’re at.
We use props to make postures accessible
to everyone. They can be used to create
optimal body alignment, make poses or
actions accessible to those with physical
limitations, help you hold the poses longer,
make the poses safe, highlight a particular
aspect of a pose and your understanding,
enhance the recuperative effects, increase
sensitivity and find the balance of effort and
relaxation. Props include sticky mats,
blankets, belts, blocks, chairs, benches, wall
ropes, sandbags, dowels, slant boards,
trestles and other objects that help
students experience the practice more
effectively.

 Let’s chat.
Together we’ll create
a personalized map

and track your
journey to meet your

interests, fit with your
schedule and make

your yoga experience
fun, accessible and

enriching.
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Are you ready?
In each class you’ll be guided through a
sequence of postures, learning to stretch,
strengthen and balance, with attention and
awareness. You’ll be introduced to standing
poses, seated poses, inversions, back bends,
and breathing exercises. The teacher will
give instructions, demonstrations and
adjustments to deepen your understanding
of the pose, the practice and yourself.
Classes are a combination of shared
practice and learning. No two classes are
the same. The variation in the content of
the class is based on the level and condition
of the students, the time of day, the season
and many other factors.



Get Started
We recommend wearing shorts or leggings and a t-shirt. Some students like to
bring an extra layer to wear at the beginning and end of class. Clothing should be
freshly laundered, modest and comfortable. You can bring a yoga mat or borrow
one from the Centre. All props are provided. 
 
Please keep all personal belongings including cell phones and water bottles
outside of the classroom. Please put your cell phone on silent or leave at home or in
your car. 
 
Arrive 10-15 minutes early to meet the teacher, fill out a student information form
and get acquainted with the Centre. Set up your mat and props in the studio and
settle in a few minutes early to create a quiet, inward focus. Come to class on an
empty stomach. Avoid drinking water or chewing gum during class. Come to class
with clean hands and feet. Tie hair back and tuck in your t-shirt. Please avoid
wearing any strong scents or perfumes to class. 
 
If you’re late, please wait until the invocations are finished before coming in. Come
in quietly, gather your props and join the class. Class begins with a few minutes of
sitting quietly followed by chanting three aums and the invocation to Patanjali,
sometimes followed by other invocations. The invocations help create an inner
atmosphere of receptivity. Through the invocations we offer thanks to our teachers,
for our lineage and for the opportunity to practice together.
 
Check out our website or call us today to start your journey. We look forward to
meeting you!
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